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Online advertising and tracking
• Website owners make money by displaying 3rd-party ads
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https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/...

https://www.outbrain.com/...



Online advertising and tracking
• Website owners make money by displaying 3rd-party ads
• To increase revenue, many advertisers track users across sessions and websites 

to build interest profiles for behavioral advertising
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https://www.eff.org/wp/behind-the-one-way-mirror https://www.degdigital.com/insights/google-ad-settings/



Online advertising and tracking
• Website owners make money by displaying 3rd-party ads
• To increase revenue, many advertisers track users across sessions and websites 

to build interest profiles for behavioral advertising
• Pervasive tracking is a major threat to online privacy

▸ “The power to target is the power to discriminate.” [1]
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[1] Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/03/googles-floc-terrible-idea
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Tracking Anti-tracking

Stateful tracking: cookies
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Tracking Anti-tracking

Stateful tracking: cookies
Disable 3rd-party cookies
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Tracking Anti-tracking

Stateful tracking: cookies
Disable 3rd-party cookies

Stateless tracking: fingerprinting

https://gologin.com/what-is-canvas-fingerprinting
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https://blog.torproject.org/browser-fingerprinting-introduction-and-challenges-ahead

“Currently, we estimate that your browser 
has a fingerprint that conveys at least 17.77 
bits of identifying information.” 
https://coveryourtracks.eff.org

https://coveryourtracks.eff.org/
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Tracking Anti-tracking

Stateful tracking: cookies
Disable 3rd-party cookies

Stateless tracking: fingerprinting
Block tracking URLs



• Community-maintained filter lists
▸ EasyList (ad) + EasyPrivacy (tracker) have 77,453 filter rules in total
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Mshabab Alrizah, Sencun Zhu, Xinyu Xing, and Gang Wang. 2019. Errors, Misunderstandings, and Attacks: Analyzing the Crowdsourcing Process 
of Ad-blocking Systems. In Proceedings of the Internet Measurement Conference (IMC '19). 
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Tracking Anti-tracking

Stateful tracking: cookies
Disable 3rd-party cookies

Stateless tracking: fingerprinting
Block ad and tracking URLs

Adblock evasion, e.g., CNAME cloaking

Yana Dimova, Gunes Acar, Lukasz Olejnik, Wouter Joosen, and Tom Van Goethem. 2021. The cname of the game: 
Large-scale analysis of dns-based tracking evasion. Proceedings on Privacy Enhancing Technologies, 2021.
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Tracking Anti-tracking

Stateful tracking: cookies
Disable 3rd-party cookies

Stateless tracking: fingerprinting
Block ad and tracking URLs

Adblock evasion, e.g., CNAME cloaking
Recursively check the CNAME records
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Tracking Anti-tracking

Stateful tracking: cookies
Disable 3rd-party cookies

Stateless tracking: fingerprinting
Block ad and tracking URLs

Adblock evasion, e.g., CNAME cloaking
Recursively check the CNAME records

Block privacy-harming JS APIs;
Fake fingerprints, either hidden among 
crowds or randomized every time;
Runtime instrumentation and ML detection;
Re-invent the ad ecosystem

Punish users using privacy tools;
Network-level tracking;

Adversarial machine learning;
FLOC (Federated Learning of Cohorts)?

And more…



Prior work

• Develop tools to mitigate tracking
▸ Ad and tracker block lists
▸ Ad-blocking extensions
▸ Privacy-focused browsers

• Large-scale web-tracking measurement studies
▸ Take vantage point of desktop browsers
▸Use emulated mobile browsers
▸ Focus on one browser type, one location
▸ “Not blocked” = evasion?

Our measurement studies
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• Are tracking behaviors different on 
▸ emulated vs. physical? 
▸ desktop vs. mobile? 
▸ regular vs. privacy-focused?
▸North America vs. Asia?
▸w/o vs. with evasion intention? 



OmniCrawl [2]

• Drive browsers on desktop computers & smartphones 
located on two continents 

• Measure web tracking using 42 different non-emulated 
browsers (18 phones, 4 computers) simultaneously

• Compare tracking requests & fingerprinting API accesses
on 20K websites
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[2] D. Cassel, S.-C. Lin, A. Buraggina, W. Wang, A. Zhang, L. Bauer, H.-C. Hsiao, L. Jia, T. Libert. (2022) OmniCrawl: Comprehensive Measurement of Web 
Tracking With Real Desktop and Mobile Browsers. To appear in Privacy Enhancing Technologies Symposium (PETS), July 2022.



OmniCrawl: 
our crawling infrastructure
• Tool will be released soon
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D. Cassel, S.-C. Lin, A. Buraggina, W. Wang, A. Zhang, L. Bauer, H.-C. Hsiao, L. Jia, T. Libert. (2022) OmniCrawl: Comprehensive Measurement of Web 
Tracking With Real Desktop and Mobile Browsers. To appear in Privacy Enhancing Technologies Symposium (PETS), July 2022.



Key findings (1/5)
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Emulated browsers may not be suitable for use 
in a web privacy studies that measure counts 
of requests and accesses to browser APIs 
because their use can result in measurements 
that differ from real mobile browsers due to 
fingerprinting. 

Emulated & real mobile 
browsers differ significantly in 
# of API accesses



Key findings (2/5)
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Selenium can measurably affect the ecological 
validity of a web measurement study due to 
websites’ bot detection efforts.

Selenium-driven & real 
browsers differ significantly in # 
of requests and API accesses



Key findings (3/5)
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Mobile Chrome and Firefox experience 
significantly more API accesses than their 
desktop counterparts for key APIs implicated 
in fingerprinting. These browsers also make 
requests to more sites whose behavior is 
indicative of fingerprinting. 

Mobile browsers have more 
fingerprint API accesses



Key findings (4/5)
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Privacy-focused browsers experience a 
significant reduction in accesses to sensitive 
APIs as compared to mainstream browsers, 
and a reduction in third-party tracking-and-
advertising requests. However, these 
reductions occur predominantly for prevalent 
tracking-and-advertising entities, suggesting 
a need for prioritizing block list 
comprehensive over performance for privacy. 

Privacy-focused browsers 
effectively reduce sensitive 
requests & API accesses

Privacy-focused browsers: Ghostery, Firefox Focus, 
DuckDuckGo, Tor, and Brave 
Mainstream: Chrome and Firefox



Key findings (5/5)
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Privacy-focused mobile browsers vary 
significantly in effectiveness and, in some 
cases, deviate from what they claim to 
provide. This suggests a need for more clarity 
on app marketplaces as to the privacy 
implications of each browser. 

Brave is the most effective 
one for blocking sensitive 
requests 



Discussion: ad & tracking reduction vs. being fingerprintable

• Tor by design is developed with the goal that “all Tor users should have 
the exact same fingerprint” 

• “Paradox of Fingerprintable Privacy Enhancing Technologies” [3]

▸ The presence of ad & tracker blocking can make browsers more susceptible 
to fingerprinting

▸ Fingerprinting protection may imply no reduction in third-party tracking-
and-advertising requests, e.g., Tor browser
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[3] P. Eckersley. How unique is your web browser? In Proc. PETS, 2010 



Discussion: Filter-list evasion
• We found some companies have attempted to evade block lists by registering 

multiple seemingly unrelated domains
• A simple heuristic to detect found 989 potentially evading domains

▸ Shared HTTPS certificates (Subject Alternative Name or Common Name)
▸ Shared URL paths

• Future work: reducing false positives
▸Not all non-blocked domains intend to evade
▸ Complication of CDN hosting

▸E.g., the SAN of a known T&A domain cdn.bee7.com includes 
www.berkeley.edu, a website of a US university, and m-i-d.co.jp, an 
online boutique shopping website in Japan. 
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Conclusions
• We built OmniCrawl to perform a comprehensive analysis of web tracking on 

mobile, desktop, and privacy-focused browsers
• We found that

▸Using emulated browsers can affect ecological validity of tracking studies
▸ Privacy-focused browsers are effective at reducing sensitive requests
▸ Trade-off between reducing sensitive requests & being fingerprintable

• A fundamental design change may be required to end this everlasting tug-of-war 
between ad blockers and advertisers
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